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SUMMARY 
 
Quick Temp https://apps.adcom.uci.edu/expresso5/apps/components/quicktemp/login.jsp is a web-based system 
designed to streamline the process of recruiting, processing payroll and invoicing departments for the use of 
temporary personnel.  With the Quick Temp system this process is much more efficient enabling temporary 
employee requisition and management, timesheet submission, payroll processing, and electronic departmental 
invoicing.  The result saves time, improves customer service, and integrates into existing campus infrastructure.   
Quick Temp benefits three groups:  The temporary staff (more than 125 on board at any given time), the payroll 
processor and recruiters in Human Resources, and the client departments who use the temporary services. 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Campus Temporary Employment Services (CTES) is the Human Resources unit at the University of California, 
Irvine that recruits, interviews and hires qualified candidates for temporary positions at the campus and Medical 
Center.  CTES also processes the payroll for these employees and then invoices the department where the employee 
is placed.  Invoicing includes salary, benefits costs, and an administrative service fee.  CTES has an average payroll 
of 125 temporary employees and is experiencing a steady increase due to fluctuations with departmental budgets and 
growing transitional workforce needs. 
 
CTES recognized the need to automate and streamline the entire business process, due to increased demands for 
their temporary staff services and the greater complexities with recruiting and placing temporary staff.  
   
Prior to developing our solution, the following problems were identified: 
 

• Requests for temporary staff were called in and managed by phone.   High call volumes led to delays and 
miscommunications and delays in returning calls. 

 
• An assessment/skill level rating for each temporary employee was kept in a separate spreadsheet and was 

not accessible to all recruiters prior to offering a job assignment. 
 

• Temporary employees completed a paper biweekly timesheet in order to get paid.  Their department 
supervisor signed the timesheet prior to payroll deadline, and CTES received timesheets via fax or inter-
office mail.  This delayed the payroll process because timesheets were lost or not received on time. 

 
• The CTES payroll coordinator calculated work hours (sick, vacation, holiday) from the submitted timesheet 

and then manually entered these numbers into the payroll system.  The duplication of data entry was 
subject to error. 

 
• The CTES payroll coordinator manually calculated the work accruals and then generated a paper invoice to 

the hiring departments. This process took approximately 32 hours each month.   
 

• Reports demonstrating compliance with union contracts were difficult to produce.  Historical reporting was 
not supported. 

 
As a result, CTES partnered with UCI’s Administrative Computing department to develop or purchase a technology 
solution to simplify the process.  
 
 
 

https://apps.adcom.uci.edu/expresso5/apps/components/quicktemp/login.jsp


We reviewed vendor solutions, which addressed some of our functional needs.  Our concerns about these vendor 
solutions included:  
 

-  Vendors didn’t thoroughly understand or design for the business requirements from the campus business 
unit perspective. We found that some of their business processes required a prohibitive amount of 
administration and introduced multiple steps where there should be a simple, single step. 

- high integration costs with the campus ledger system 
- high integration costs with the campus payroll system 
- lack of flexibility in supporting campus business rules.  For example, vendors did not support business 

rules specific to validation of timesheets against collective bargaining unit policy. 
- inability for hiring managers to have easy access to request a temp via the campus business portal 
- inability to integrate with the campus workflow system 
- vendor solutions didn’t integrate with the campus authentication, authorization, and user management 

infrastructure, requiring yet another set of passwords and user accounts to be managed for the entire 
campus population when requesting a temporary employee. 

 
Integration, integration, and integration – those were costs we started to calculate with vendor products. 
 
After a nine-month evaluation process, confronted by many obstacles with the purchased software, we decided to 
build a system.  The partnership between CTES and the Administrative Computing department resulted in the 
development of a system that streamlined and automated all CTES processes.  The project goals were to: 

- eliminate manual processes  
- reduce time spent invoicing and tracking employee activities 
- simplify the management process for CTES staff and hiring departments 
- automate the process of timesheet completion for temporary staff  
- improve customer satisfaction. 

 
The following comparison shows improvements in major functions of the process: 
 

 Previous Manual 
Process 

Vendor Solution Quick Temp Current, 
Built Process 

User Access Paper Single URL Campus Portal access 
point. 

Recruitment Tracking Paper, stand alone Excel 
spreadsheets 

Reporting required as a 
bolt-on solution 

Integrated reporting 
with a real time database 

Timesheet Timesheets submitted 
via fax, campus mail, or 
U.S. mail 

On-line timesheet with 
only traditional leave 
reporting 

On-line timesheet that 
validates against 
business rules governing 
employment and union 
contracts. 

Payroll Manual Payroll 
processing – 32 hours to 
complete 

No change  Online payroll 
processing – 2 hours to 
complete 

Ledger Invoicing Departments – 
paper process, 24 hours 
to complete 

Invoicing would not 
adhere to campus 
financial account 
structure. 

Invoicing Departments – 
electronically, 15 
minutes to complete 
 

User Account 
Management 

None Proprietary  Uses campus  single-
sign on solution and 
directory services 
 

 

 

 



DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLUTION:  The Quick Temp project had six phases: 
 
Phase 1 –  Temporary Request 
A Web-based form was developed for hiring managers to request a temporary employee from CTES.  Once the 
hiring department completed the one-page, web-based requisition and submitted the form, it was automatically sent 
to the CTES recruitment staff.  In addition, this simplified the recruitment process and eliminated errors. 
 
Phase 2 – Recruitment Tracking 
Quick Temp streamlined the workload for the CTES recruiters allowing them to quickly identify temporaries who 
are available for a job.  
 
Once assigned to a request, temporary employees can access their information through the University’s SNAP portal 
(Simple Navigational Administrative Portal).  From the outset, Quick Temp was designed to reuse campus-wide 
infrastructure, such as authentication and the portal. 
 
Phase 3 – Web-based Timesheet 
Using an account assigned by the campus authentications system, the temporary employee logs on to the timesheet.  
The timesheet tracks and displays accrued vacation and sick time balances, and also allows a review of previously 
submitted timesheets.   
 
Phase 4 -  Payroll Process 
 Per campus payroll rules and union contracts, Quick Temp automatically calculates and separates hours the 
temporary employee reported such as work hours, vacation, sick time, and holiday hours.   
 
Phase 5 – Departmental Invoices 
 Automation of Phases 1 through 4 led to the design of an electronic invoice that is forwarded to hiring departments 
and financial offices.  The invoice links to the campus ledger and to the temporary employee’s timesheets allowing 
departments to track and keep records for future reference. 
 
Phase 6 – Management Reports 
Reports can be generated and downloaded to Excel or Access to show trends, volume, usage, and productivity, cost 
analysis or other management requests. 
 
Outcomes and Achievements: 
The activities of the temporary employee are integrated through Quick Temp into the larger university infrastructure 
enabling the temp to function with all the privileges of a typical employee and allowing departments and recruiters 
to automatically track and review the temporary employee’s timesheet data.  Without customization, a vendor 
solution would have prevented this outcome as a proprietary and un-integrated solution. 
 
The timesheet application is modular and is sensitive to various collective bargaining unit rules and policies.  With 
the addition of a new calculator module the timesheet can be adjusted to specific bargaining unit business rules.   
There were no vendor products that could be customized to collective bargaining unit time collection business rules. 
 
The ability to get the temporary employee’s timesheet and the invoice statement electronically has saved time when 
reconciling general ledgers.  Departments no longer have to file numerous paper timesheets and invoices. 
 
These are the error categories that could occur within any part of the process. Within these categories there were 
many additional errors or problem that could and did occur. These included: 
 

1. Incorrect information when the temporary request was taken 
2. Timesheet being lost or incorrect 
3. Payroll errors – calculations incorrect or inconsistent 
4. Invoicing errors – incorrect data 
5. Financial errors – incorrect accounts, manual adjustments 

 



All 5 of these error categories have been resolved with the implementation of Quick Temp.   Quick Temp provides 
checks and balances to ensure efficiency and accuracy during all phases of the process.  Due to the limited amount 
of human entry, the error rate for these procedures has been reduced 75%. 
 
IMPORTANCE OF RELEVANCE TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS 
 
After an extensive evaluation, the choice to build a solution became clear.  The campus infrastructure and 
integration costs as well as ease of use by hiring managers were clearly favoring the build outcome.  This case study 
can be used to identify and calculate costs for other build vs. buy decisions.     
 
UC Irvine has received interest in using this application from other departments on campus who hire transitional 
workers.  Others who use this application can tailor it by plugging in a new calculator module to adjust the timesheet 
to their specific bargaining unit business rules. 
 
TIMEFRAME OF IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Quick Temp was implemented in 6 various phases.  The entire implementation was completed over a 12 month 
period. 
 
TECHNOLOGY USED IN THE PROJECT 
 
The application was implemented using Web and Java technology running on Sun hardware and the Microsoft SQL 
Server database.   The application is designed as a Model/View/Controller using  the open source jCorporate 
Expresso Java Application Development Framework.   Apache Web Server and Tomcat technologies combined with 
standardized GUI templates implemented with XML, CSS, and DHTML offer an intuitive Web front-end.    
 
QuickTemp and Timesheet  rely on the campus business portal SNAP (Simple Navigational Administrative Portal) 
as a central point of access and for single-signon.   SNAP contains a channel designed especially for temporary 
employees and utilizes the open source uPortal technology from the JA-SIG organization.   User profiles, roles, and 
identity management is based on a directory service running in openLDAP.  OpenLDAP is University of Michigan’s 
open source Light Weight Directory Access Protocol implementation.   
 
Integration to the IBM Legacy Ledger and Payroll systems is done via the Campus Data Warehouse (DWH).    We 
have a sophisticated set of Java business objects that are used for extracting information that drives the timesheet 
including appointment and distribution data corresponding to an individual’s pay, allowed hour types, and vacation 
and sick leave balances. 
 
Authorization to use the application is implemented using SAMS (Security Access Management System), a system 
built in Java to support campus de-centralized security access management.   Access authorization is delegated to 
security officers in campus departments. 
 
Monthly invoicing using PDF is implemented with the open source Java iText component and sophisticated reports 
are automatically generated from the QuickTemp database using Microsoft Excel technology.  
 
All technology used to implement the system is freely downloadable and can be reused across other campuses. 
 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION 
 
Every year, a customer survey is administered to all users of Human Resources and Administrative Computing 
Services functions.  One of the questions that is asked is “What unit in Administrative and Business Services has the 
best track record of consistently improving practices?”  An additional question asked is “How consistently does 
Human Resources meet customers overall expectations?”  We are pleased to say that the Employment Unit/Campus 
Temporary Employment Services scored the highest in these categories.  Our customers appreciate Quick Temp in 
that it significantly saves them time and it’s easy to use.  These are our major simplification goals and principles.   
 



We regularly receive unsolicited feedback from our clients such as – “this system saves us so much time, the 
timesheets are linked right to the invoice – it’s great.” 
 
In addition, other UC Campuses who have temporary staffing groups have viewed the Quick Temp system and are 
interested in implementing this at their location. 
 
Quick Temp has been presented at national and regional conferences as a best practice technology solution.  The 
Regional Educause Conference and recently at the CUMREC conference in Keystone Colorado.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Faced with a very time consuming and labor intensive process, which was extremely error prone, UC Irvine 
successfully designed and implemented Quick Temp to streamline and improve a 20-year old manual process.  In 
addition, Quick Temp has met all the campuses needs in terms of ease of use, minimizing approvals, a web-based 
paperless system, and improved customer satisfaction.    In production now for one year, Quick Temp has proven to 
be an innovative IT solution that successfully meets many critical campus business needs and can be tailored to be 
used in other departments with similar payroll and invoicing needs. 
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RELEVANT INFORMATION: 

 
Appendix A - Process Improvement Measurements  
Appendix B - Quick Temp Login for Temporary Employees – through SNAP  
Appendix C - Quick Temp Application Login  
Appendix D - Timesheet  
Appendix E - Timesheet Approval Screen  
Appendix F - On-Line Process Flowchart  
 
Eight step directions for Quick Temp creators 
https://apps.adcom.uci.edu/expresso5/apps/components/quicktemp/webdoc/user_guide.jsp
Frequently Asked Questions 
https://apps.adcom.uci.edu/expresso5/apps/components/quicktemp/webdoc/faq.jsp
Quick Temp New Request Screen 
https://apps.adcom.uci.edu/expresso5/quicktemp/QtManager.do?state=promptNewRequest
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Appendix A – Process Improvement Measurements 

 
 

 Before Quick Temp After Quick Temp 
 

Number of Steps 22 5 
 
 

Time to Process Payroll 72 hours 2 hours 
 
 

Invoicing to Clients 48 days 15 minutes 
 
 

Medium Paper Web 
 
 

Recruitment Tracking Paper Web with real time 
database 

 
 

Customer Satisfaction Poor Excellent 
 
 

 



Appendix B – SNAP Login 
             
             
             
             

 
 
 

            
            
             

Step 1: Time sheet link via SNAP
Done by employee



Appendix C – Quick Temp Application Login 



Appendix D – Timesheet 
 



Appendix E – Timesheet Approval Screen 
             

  



Appendix F – On-line Process Flow Chart 
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